
Accessing the camera stream
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The Phylink camera supports both MJPEG (Motion JPEG) and H.264 video compression.  MJPEG stream send a 
steady stream of JPEG images as motion video while H.264 stream use H.264 video compression offering better 
compression and video quality. We recommend using H.264 stream as it offers better quality and requires less 
bandwidth.

The Phylink camera supports HTTP and RTSP/RTP/RTCP protocol as well as provides multiple HTTP and RTSP 
streams simultaneously. This allows for integration with other third-party software, which use the camera stream 
in programs like Blue Iris, iSpy, Sighthound Video, Milestone XProtect Go and other leading software. 

Learn the camera stream URLs
The camera stream URL is the address used to playback the camera video or video+audio feed.  Every stream has 
a unique Internet address (URL) that is used to access the video stream of the camera. Note that this is not the 
URL used to access the configuration website of the camera, but a special link to access the actual video coming 
from your camera. It consists of protocol, camera's IP address and a "stream path," which is a command sent to 
the camera to tell it to send video in a certain format. The URL might look something like 
"rtsp://192.168.1.100/live/0/h264.sdp" (where "192.168.1.100" refers to the specific IP address of your camera). 

rtsp://192.168.1.100/live/0/h264.sdp

Stream pathIP addressProtocol

For MJPEG stream the URL can use both the http:// protocol and rtsp:// protocol.
For H.264 stream the URL can use the http:// , rtsp:// and rtmp:// protocol. For example the following are sample 
stream URLs:
Sample MJPEG stream URL: http://<ip_address>/live/0/mjpeg.sdp
Sample MPEG4 stream URL: rtsp://<ip_address>/live/0/mpeg4.sdp  
Sample H264 source URL: rtsp://<ip_address>/live/0/h264.sdp

Find your camera's stream URLs
For access to specific types of audio or video stream, you can bypass the main login screen and go directly to a link 
for the camera with the desired protocol and encoding type. The full list is accessible by clicking on the blue 
underlined “Primary Stream”, “Secondary Stream”, or “Mobile Stream” links in the Stream Setup page. 

For more details, clicking on the blue underlined “Primary Stream” will result in the list shown on the following 
page: 



HTTP and RTSP streams can be opened by the “Open URL…” menu in Apple QuickTime Player on Windows or 
Macintosh with audio and video. Linux enthusiasts may want to try the VideoLAN VLC Media Player.

Clicking on the “Secondary stream” and “Mobile stream” links will get you 2 more complete sets of stream URLs 
for your camera:

The reason for having multiple sets of streams is to allow simultaneous access to the camera at different 
resolutions without changing configuration. For instance, you could access one of the mobile streams from your 
cell phone and the Primary stream from your work computer, all without changing configuration and only by 
selecting the corresponding bookmark.

Mobile Stream is commonly used on cell phones and media players, including the free “Streamer” app for the 
iPhone. The mobile stream can show video with audio, using as little as 20K bandwidth.

You can configure settings for the primary and an optional secondary and mobile video stream. Configuring a 
secondary stream is useful for providing a video stream that is at a lower resolution than the primary stream, to 
third-party devices or software. Some devices and software require lower resolution.



Example by using VLC media player
Step 1: In VLC media player, open Network Stream.

Step 2: Enter the stream URL of the camera. It can be a local IP address of the camera or a public IP address of 
your network.

Step 3: Click on Play. Enter username and password to access the camera's vedio and audio stream.
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Scan QR Code to get support

Find additional support and information
For more information or support, visit http://www.phylink.com or contact support@phylink.com 


